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District Directors
Keith & Teresa Morrison
Howdy to the New Mexico District!!!
Have you signed up for this year’s Rallation in Albuquerque? Last year we had 161 attend and this
year we are hoping to break the 200 mark. In a tribute to all those volunteers over the years that got
us where we are, we are keeping the theme they used for our Rallies in the 1990s. The name this
year is the Watermelon Mountain Rendezvous and registration is $20 for Members, $75 a night
includes hot breakfast and two drink coupons, free Wi-Fi, complimentary shuttle service, $12 lunch,
and $20 dinner. The dates are September 26 – 28.
Please go to the New Mexico District webpage to sign up. We even have PayPal this year to make
the registration process easier on all of us.
http://gwrra-nm.org/2013-Convention-Registration
You can reserve your room on line also by visiting the below link that the MCM Elegante set up just
for us. If you call, please make sure you say you are with GWRRA and you will get the reduced rate.
http://www.reseze.net/cassets/mkt/mcmelegante/landing_pages/MCM_HotelsGold_Wing_Riders_Association.html
Till next time...keep smilin’...;))) & ride safe!!!
Here's to good friends, good times, & Gold Wings!!!

Keith & Teresa
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Assistant District Directors
Doug & Chris Pettigrew

Having fun with other Chapters
A very big part of having fun with our BIG family is getting to know them. Sit at a different table than
with your chapter introduce yourself. When Chapter's are at Wing Ding or at your Regional or District
Relation, if you see a group of wingers sit down with them.
Doug and I were very lucky, We joined Chapter W, when Chapter C fell apart. We got to meet so
many people and to this day they are like family to us. Whatever you’re doing whether it’s taking
classes or riding, or eating; make the extra effort to get to know those around you.
About 5 years ago, we got a call from a GWRRA member from Minnesota. They were looking for a
place to park their truck and trailer while they tour the southwest. They got a hold of us from the Gold
book. We have a long driveway and told them to come here and they came. Great people, my Mom
had died a year before and I was blown away when Memorial Day came and I got pictures from them
of her grave and they had put flowers on my family graves, and every year they send me more
pictures. Now when they come since they are now family they stay with us. My cousin has a cabin at
a lake not far from them and she has met them...its a small world.
You only get what you are willing to give. This year make it a plan you will go up and meet 4 new
people at our District meeting. Ride Safe and Have FUN!

Ride safe and often,
Doug and Chris Pettigrew
Assistant District Directors
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Rider Education
Jerry & Becky Stillwagon

For those of us who live in the West it is prime riding season. We have lots of daylight and are able
to put long hours in the saddle. We often experience that special feeling at the end of the ride where
we’re tired but not entirely worn out. Rides like this are what we wait for all year long, but they also
bring certain hazards that we must be careful to watch out for. We need to know our limits. This time
of year it’s tempting to over-reach those limits. We look at all the distance on the map between where
we are now and where we want to be, and may be tempted to ride hundreds of miles a day to get
there as quickly as possible. Early-on we are infused with ambition and adrenaline and may be able
to cover a lot of ground the first day out. On subsequent days these will wear off and fatigue will likely
lower our mileage. Give yourself a break and plan shorter days later in the ride. Plan a stop with a
good hotel, possibly with a pool and a great restaurant.
Watch out for dehydration. Drink plenty of water. Dehydration affects your mental and physical
reactions, and accelerates symptoms of fatigue like soreness, cramping, and headaches. The initial
symptoms include thirst, dizziness, headache, and constipation. Drink before you’re thirsty. Once you
have become thirsty you are already experiencing dehydration. Take small sips regularly, even in
cold weather––you lose a surprising amount of moisture through your breath. Avoid the caffeinated
beverages like coffee, soda, and energy drinks. If you’re tired enough to need a chemical boost, pull
over and rest, or catch a nap on a park bench or a picnic table. Caffeine has another unwanted side
effect. It’s a diuretic, which means it causes your body to excrete water through urine. The more
caffeine you drink to relieve your thirst, the more water your body flushes away. You’ll need more
time-consuming bathroom stops, too.
Eat right. It’s easy to rationalize the bacon enhanced double cheese burger with extra grease when
you’re in a hurry, but take the time to seek out healthier alternatives that won’t leave you snoozing in
the saddle half an hour later. Get a lighter meal while you’re on the road, and save the pig-out for
dinner when all you need to do until the next morning is to be careful not to fall out of bed.
Slow down to go fast. It’s sounds counter-intuitive, but speed takes its toll in terms of rider fatigue,
dehydration, and reduced fuel mileage which leads to more frequent gas and water stops, and
possibly conversations with members of the law-enforcement community. Take your time. Rest
when you’re tired, and get there when you get there.
Have the right gear. The mountains of the West can bring monsoon rains with hail and strong winds,
and even snow. Nothing kills the joy of a ride faster than being cold and wet. If your riding gear isn’t
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already waterproof, get a good rain suit. If it’s raining it’ll probably be cold, too.
jacket/vest can be a lifesaver in chilly weather.

An electric

Know when to stop. Fatigue can sneak up on you so slowly you often don’t recognize the symptoms
until it’s too late. If you’re tempted to close your eyes for even a second, stop. Get off the bike and
rest. The inability to maintain a steady speed is another tip-off. If you find yourself speeding up and
slowing down over and over, you need to stop and rest, whether for the just an hour or to call it a day.
Ride often and ride safe.
Jerry and Becky Stillwagon
New Mexico Rider Educators

Motor Awareness Coordinators
By Gene & Jeanie Wagner

Motorcycle awareness is so very important. You have to be aware of not just other vehicles, but all
road conditions plus the condition of your vehicle, whether it be tires on the bike, trike or trailer. A
blowout on a two wheeler, trike or trailer. When I was riding all over the states promoting our
business, I would change my bike tires every 8000 miles. Some of you may think that is way too
much. I would travel 30,000 miles each summer and fall. I feel that tires are one thing that keeps me
off the ground. Other incidents can cause a flat but new thread can help protect you. I have known
several thousand riders and some try to push the tread on the tire 'as far as possible. I have had
riders say to me, that changing tires is too often and too expensive. True, but the cost of tires is less
expensive than hospital bills. About 10 years ago, a couple was on their way to Wing Ding to buy
new tires. Their tires blew and both were killed. Upon inspection of the tires, you could see the wires.
No tread left. DON'T LET THAT HAPPEN TO YOU. Motorist Awareness is so important in all areas.
Bike,Trikes and auto's. Be very aware.
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Leadership Training
Harry & Amy Jenkins

August LEADERSHIP TRAINING PROGRAM: Life Skills Program

TIME MANAGEMENT - Approximately 50 minutes
Understand the nature of time management
Become familiar with a variety of tools and techniques for making the most of each day
STRESS MANAGEMENT- Approximately 50 minutes
Understand the stress process and how to eliminate more stress in your life
Understand burnout and how to deal with it
MANAGING CHANGE- Approximately 55 minutes
Increased understanding of the nature of change and how to relate and react to it
LISTENING AND COMMUNICATINGREMEMBERING NAMES - Approximately 55 minutes
Define communications
State the responsibilities of the speaker and the listener
Improve listening skills
State the benefits of good listening
REMEMBERING NAMES - Approximately 55 minutes
Identify reasons why we don't remember names
Learn to apply some principles of Mnemonics
Identify some easy-to-use memory techniques
PUBLIC SPEAKING BASICS - Approximately 55 minutes
Learn how to dispel fears of public speaking
Examine the specific skills needed to become a good speaker
Develop enthusiasm to be a better speaker
SELF ESTEEM – KEY TO SUCCESS - Approximately 55 minutes
Identify the number one, or primary, factor for success
Define self esteem
Provide a demonstration showing how our minds can be affected by
negative input
Provide steps to take to improve one’s self esteem
Show how self esteem can affect Chapter life
Smart Moves; Strengthening the Whole Brain Connection - Approximately 55 minutes
Look at the differences between Left Brain and Right Brain Function
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Discuss the importance of whole brain thinking
Look at what promotes or encourages whole brain thinking:

–Smart moves, Exercise, Music
Identify ways to keep your brain in shape!
Harry W. Jenkins II
District Leadership Trainer
Chapter "W" Ride Educator
Chapter Individule of the Year 2013 (IOY)
ATGATT

Membership Enhancement
Joe & Nancy Opuszenski
Well, Wing Ding 35 has come and gone. One thing can be said for sure, South Carolina is surely
NOT lacking for rain. It poured all eight days Nancy and I were there. To give you an idea of how
much rain Greenville has seen, it is 21 inches over its norm. Nearby town were constantly under
flood warnings.
While the New Mexico District was there we were not there in great numbers. The District staff was
represented by Keith and Teresa, Jerry Stillwagon, Tom and Lisa Evans and of course, yours truly.
We did come upon W’s Barbarba Jaramillo and Steve Kranz (left) and F’s Wendell and Shelia
Nicholson.
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Chapter W’s Brian Earle and Mark Davis were in attendance. Mark had an interesting story to tell
about the flat tire he had on the way out and good ole southern hospitality. Brian was awarded 1st
place in GWRRA international rider skills competition in Greensville, SC. There were 8 other riders in
his division!
Eight thousand-plus attended this year’s Wing Ding. With so many folks and bikes present there is
always a lot to see. Walking through the parking lots one sees bikes and trailers of every description.
We came upon a couple “different” trailers for fur children of which there were probably a dozen in
attendance.
Check out this dog carrier. We didn’t see it’s rider at the
event but it surly was unusual.

Check out this trailer on the right. We talked to the
owner and it is custom-made.

Here is its occupant, a Newfoundland.
Lastly, for those with small “fur children” in the
family here is a simple affair that works nicely if
you have a trike. The carrier sits right over the
fender next to the co-rider.

Walking through the vendor area we came upon
Ken Fourcher’s new trike having some additional
murals applied by Scarecrow.
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A nice light set-up that was both simple and attractive and a unique trailer

Now here was something different. “Bikers Against
Drunk Drivers” (B.A.D.D) a 50(c)(3) non-profit
organization, was selling tickets for a raffle that will be
conducted March 15, 2014.
Five Bikes, a 65
Corvette, a Cobra replica, and “supposedly” this old
Harley-Davidson with attached sidecar are to be given
away. We have two tickets so wish us luck.
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Impressions from a 1st-Timer
George & Priscilla McCarty (Chapter R)
Though my wife Priscilla and I both rode motorcycles many years ago in our frivolous youth, we only
re-started our bike riding in 1998. Through the following years we have attended a number of rallies
around the southwest. In 2008 at the urging of close friends and riding companions we joined
GWRRA at the inaugural meeting of Chapter R in Roswell, New Mexico. Almost immediately Priscilla
became Chapter Treasurer and got even more deeply involved with the organization. In the ensuing
years we attended most of the state GWRRA rallies and officer functions but never had we attended
a regional rally.
Because Priscilla really loves the sandstone mountain scenery of the four corners area, I have, for
some years wanted to take her on an extended road trip through that area of the world. When the
announcement of the 2013 Region Rally in St. George was made we immediately began making
plans to attend. Our original plans called for us to depart from home (Carlsbad, New Mexico) about a
week early and take a roundabout trek through the four corners and southern Utah much as the
Albuquerque group did. As things turned out, due to some work matters and relatively minor health
issues it was decided we would make the journey aboard our air conditioned 4-wheeler. Drat the real
world!
Then out of nowhere, from deep within the impenetrable depths of feminine logic came this
declaration: Since we are not riding the wings, I don’t want to take the scenic route. I just want to go
straight to St. George.• What’s wrong with comfy bucket seats, power steering and air conditioning
for sight-seeing? Never mind! We are on the road again. The first night was spent in Flagstaff,
Arizona, which is not a town to drive around in when you’re not smart enough to use the GPS in your
shiny new car. Great hotel and restaurant when we finally found it! We woke early, as usual, only to
discover gale force winds outside. No problemo! On to St. George only to discover a detour which
only added about 80 miles to what should have been a relatively short day’s travel. Piece of cake!
Finally we’re through Page, Arizona, across Glen Canyon and into Utah. Most of the day we had
been easing along at about the legal speed limit---65 mph. Shortly after entering the Beehive State,
my navigator asked how fast I was driving. When I told her, she responded: It’s going to take us all
day to get there. Speed it up!• And I did. Just over one of the hills ahead of us lurked the nicest
young Utah State Trooper. After a lengthy conversation with said officer, he decided to let the
McCartys off with a verbal warning as soon as I promised to convert to Mormonism when I returned
home.
We wound our way across southern Utah and northern Arizona (at the legal speed limit) enjoying that
beautiful scenic agricultural area just beneath the red sandstone bluffs, and arrived in St. George
about 2:00 p.m. Wednesday afternoon. Our journey of 994 miles was at an end. Hooray! We found
the Hilton easily and got checked in ahead of the rush. I have to add here that the staff of the hotel
were absolutely the friendliest, most helpful folks we have encountered anywhere. As the afternoon
rolled on more and more wingers arrived at the hotel windblown, hot, tired, and happy to be there.
Those gale force winds I mentioned earlier were very wide spread and lasted well into the evening.
As new people arrived we saw more and more familiar faces. A couple from Arizona we had met at
our Taos shindig, Randall and Janet from Colorado who had come to one of our early meetings in
Roswell, a fellow from New Jersey whose face I see every month in Wing World--National Director
Jere Goodman (and he puts his pants on the same way I do). Sure enough this was going to be a
pretty okay get-together.
Right across the street from our hotel were the Fairfield Hotel, which was also a participating hotel, a
Cracker Barrel Restaurant, and Players Sports Bar & Grill. Just next door to the Hilton was the
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convention center where all of the GWRRA functions were to be held. And what a convention facility it
is! This facility is as close to perfect for this type of event as I remember. The main room was large
enough for the trade show (vendors) but also for the bike show and the light show to be held inside.
Speaking of the shows. Mr. Morrison had earlier sent out an e-mail requesting volunteers to assist
with these 2 events. Being the kind and thoughtful individual that I am (humble, too), I sent a
response volunteering to help. This was my first experience at such an endeavor. Thankfully Russ
Hall held a short seminar on the broader points of motorcycle judging. I think I must have done okay
since the results pretty well mirrored my picks. At least I didn’t embarrass myself. Back to the
Convention Center. This building also contained a large number of office/classrooms. It seemed
classes of all sorts were being held around the clock. There was also a large auditorium which served
well for opening ceremonies and the dinner at the end of the event (which was as good a meal as I
have ever eaten at a convention).
Across the street from the center was a large paved parking lot for the riding courses, exhibitions by
drill teams from California and Arizona, and a gymkhana course ridden by any biker or triker who
cared to test their skills. The results were interesting to say the least. In short, there was something
happening all day, every day. We were truly impressed at how apparently smoothly everything
flowed. This event of course was orchestrated by J.R. and Anita Alkire, Regional Directors. I know
they will give credit to the region staff, but they directed those folks and the Alkires did a superb job,
as did everyone involved in putting this event together. In the end, as it always does, the success of
this event rests with the people. The people who organized and ran the thing, the folks who
volunteered their help, the staff members at the convention center, the hotels, and the restaurants,
and the members who just came to the event for the fun of it, are the secret to this very successful
Region F Rally.
For Priscilla and myself the highlight of the whole rally had to be the liberating of the bear. I’m sure
most of you have heard one version or another of the story but here is my take as a purely innocent
bystander. Anita Alkire has a large stuffed bear as her Regional Mascot. It’s about the size of Keith
Morrison’s famous monkey. Anita had her trike on display just inside the main entrance of the
convention center with her bear hand cuffed, imprisoned, in the passenger’s seat. Several freedom
loving, independence minded, patriotic individuals came to the obvious conclusion that this bear’s
imprisonment had to end. As I recall all of these brave souls were from New Mexico, but I could be
wrong. At any rate, being most ingenious they quickly and quietly freed the bear allowing him free run
of the event. Unfortunately this mischievous rascal ended up suspended from the 2nd story roof of
the convention center directly above the main entrance with no way to get himself down. Of course
Anita and the California delegation immediately screamed “KIDNAP!” and blew things completely out
of proportion even to having a public “trial” during the closing ceremonies. The New Mexico freedom
group were, of course found guilty by the presiding judge---Anita Alkire! What a miscarriage of justice.
When I was lucky enough to win one of the cash drawings later in the evening, Judge Anita withheld
my winnings as “bail” for my fellow New Mexicans. Oh woe is me!
The New Mexico District and many individual members from our state were honored for a wide
variety of accomplishments. To paraphrase our fearsome leader, Keith Morrison; “They knew New
Mexico was here this year.” If nothing else we were certainly the loudest during the awards
presentations, Some ingenious soul within our District attendees furnished the entire group with party
noise makers which were used with great enthusiasm each time a New Mexican accolade was
announced.
On the return trip we accompanied Keith and Teresa Morrison running “front door” for them. Since the
Morrisons were supposed to have left with the Stillwagons and the Opusinskis, Keith wanted to make
up some time in an attempt to catch them. He wanted us in front in our car to catch any of those
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dastardly radar rays that might be lurking out there in speeding ticket land. We did catch up--at the
scene of Joe O’s unfortunate accident. After a stop at the hospital in Window Rock, Arizona to check
on Joe and Nancy everyone headed toward home.
As always, the real joy of attending any such event is in the camaraderie of the people there. I have
never found a group of such wide diversity as those in GWRRA whose company I enjoy more. This
was an event, in the end, I would not have missed for the world. Pris and I have discussed it at length
in the weeks since the convention. We have only a slightly different take on it. Pris would go back to
St. George for the next Region F Rally. On the other hand, I probably would not’ve been there, done
that, and enjoyed it. But I would rather go someplace new next year. I would also like to see more
motorcycle related vendors at the trade show. But what do I know? To borrow a phrase from one of
the COY’s; “I’m only a JAM” (just-a-member). I expect the majority will rule and we will again make
the 2,000 mile round trip to St. George for an encore next year.

District Couple of the Year
Dan & Barb Cok

COY Report
Folks, we are just one month and 26 days away from the NM District Convention. Have you
registered for the convention yet? There is still plenty of time to register. Conventions are a learning
opportunity, an opportunity to make new friends, meet friends you don’t see very often, and an
opportunity to just have fun. We are encouraging each Chapter COY and IOY to participate in the
selection process to be either the NM District COY or the NM District IOY. We have met some
wonderful people at the Chapter, District and Regional level as your NM District COY. We have
learned a lot, stepped out of the comfort zone and stretched our talents, and had a truly wonderful
time. Any past or current COY that you talk to will say the same thing. So, we are hoping to see
you’ll in September at the District Convention.
Daniel & Barbara Cok
NM District COY
Free on Three
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Inputs from Your Chapter Directors
Larry Kunard – Chapter A1
Happy Birthday John Reynolds
January 25, 2013.................................................
John claimed to be only 38 years of age. I guess that would be for his friends to decided. I believe
him, so please be kind
The room at the Lunch box was over flowing. I am not sure how many people were there to help John
celebrate his 83th birthday. I'll just say they came from all over El Paso, Texas and the state of New
Mexico, carrying with the best wishes of the new year. It's simply amazing how many good friends we
have in GWRRA.
Happy Birthday John
News Article= GWRRA Texas A-1 ( El Paso, Texas) by Larry E. Kunard
It was another great month for our Goldwing family. There were 24 Members in attendance. That's
really good considering (10) Members were out of town who would normally attend our gathering.
John and Gail Reynolds out did themselves this month. They make (26) cakes, cookies and candy's
and severed them up as door prizes. All you had to do was buy a ticket. A true cure for the sweet
tooth. Glennie Payne took home the 50/50 drawing ($27.00). Terry Payne recently proved that he
was still the rider. Terry completed not only an Iron butt ride (1000 miles) in 24 hours, but continued
and completed the 1500 miles in 36 hours. Ralph and Laura got married, this past month at the
Alamo, in San Antonio, Texas. Jose Miramont, who has been absence for several month in
attendance. Jose has taken on the challenge of a small business. Gregg Brown talked again how
much he and his family appreciated the support of the GWRRA family doing the loss of his wife
Sharma Brown. John Reynolds noted that loss of Sharma was listed in the national Goldwing
magazine.
Safety: Ridin around big trucks, 18 wheelers. In short, don't do it. Remember, when passing, the
driver of a big rig cannot see his front bumper. Please don't cut him off by changing lanes fast in from
of a big rig. Remember, when passing big rigs. Pass and move up the road allowing other group
riders space. Don't cause a truck to put on his breaks. Ride where you can be seen. Don't ride behind
high profile vehicles. You should be able to see over the top of vehicles in front of you. Clear visibility
at all times. Know where all other vehicles and riders, in the group, are located. Look around. Don't
sleep at the wheel.
Summer ridin: Stay hydrated, drink plenty of water. Ride during the cool part of the day. Try evening
rides. Wear long sleeves shirts. Sunscreens /sun blocks. Don't forget to wear your protective gear. It's
better to be a bit warmer than having the road rash scrubbed out while looking up into a very bright
light.
New Mexico (District Rallation) Albuquerque, NM. September 26/28, 2013.
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Leader: a person who is a leader steps up and accepts the challenge of being a chapter director.
Serves a specific term and try's to do the best possible job. A leader should not take the job as a life
time career opportunity. Allow others to also accept the challenge.
Follower: someone that just shows up and rides. As long as show one else leads they will participate.
A follower can become a leader is allowed the opportunity.
Both Leaders and followers are a necessary part of GWRRA. However, each members has different
ideas and is encouraged to step up and share his/her ideas. Thus adding to the family fun and the
enjoyment of the group.
Chapter Mascot's: El Paso's "Wingnut" is still being held for ransom by Chapter "C" in Clovis NM.
There are no current negotiations at this time.
Albuquerque's, Chapter "F" mascot "Wally" current being held by Chapter Texas A-1. Telephone
conversations and arrangements are currently underway. Release could be forthcoming.
Did you know, in the absence of a chapter ride director. You can step up and lead the monthly ride.
Just set a time and date and give direction or a destination. Someone will follow your leadership
Till next time..............Keep winging it safely.
Larry
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LISTED BELOW ARE ALL THE CHAPTER GATHERING LOCATIONS AND TIMES
“A1”

El Paso
Lunch Box

2nd Thursday

6:30pm eat
7:00pm Meet

“C”

2nd Saturday

9:00am

“F” Albuquerque
1st Saturday 7:30am Eat
Golden Corral
8:30am Meet
2701 Coors Blvd, NW
Albuquerque, NM

Noon

“W”

3623 Buckner St
El Paso, TX
“D”

Farmington
Golden Corral
1715 East Main St
Farmington, NM

“R”

Roswell
1st Saturday
Feb 4, May 5, Aug 4, Nov 3
Los Cerritos Restaurant
2103 N. Main St
Roswell, NM
Carlsbad
Mar 3, Jun 2, Sept 1, Dec 1
Best Western Steven’s Inn
1829 S Canal
Carlsbad, NM
Hobbs
Jan 7, Apr 7, Jul 7
Rancher Steakhouse
2022 N Turner
Hobbs, NM
Queen
Oct 6

Clovis
1st Sunday
El Rancho
3327 Lilac Road
Clovis, NM

8:00am

Albuquerque 3rd Sunday 7:30am Eat
Golden Corral
8:10am Meet
10415 Central Ave, NE
Albuquerque, NM

Your Team - Proud to Serve
NM District Directors
Keith & Teresa Morrison
505-922-9250
Morrison-gwrra@comcast.net

District Membership
Enhancement
Joe & Nancy Opuszenski
joeopus@earthlink.net

Chapter C, Clovis
Phil & MaryLou Johnston
pljohnston@suddenlink.net

Assistant District Directors
Doug & Chris Pettigrew
chrisndougwrra@yahoo.com

District Trainer
Harry & Amy Jenkins
hwjenkins2@comcast.net

Chapter D, Farmington
Roy & Lil Davis
roy_lil_davis@yahoo.com

District Educator
Jerry & Becky Stillwagon
jwagon1@msn.com

District COY
Dan & Barb Cok
daniel@lobo.net

Chapter F, Albuquerque
Russ (CB) Hall & Susan
Maclellan
hallnmacgwrra@yahoo.com

District Motor Awareness
Gene & Jeanie Wagner
wildone2@mac.com

District Goodie Store
Keith & Teresa Morrison
Morrison-gwrra@comcast.net

Chapter R, Southeast NM
Bill & Becky Brown
bill-becky@hotmail.com
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District MFA Coordinator
Gail Reynolds
msdaisymae1943@aol.com

District Webmaster
Tom Evans
Evans@att.net

Chapter W, Albuquerque
Dave & Lisa Bachman
kenbarbieride@hotmail.com

District Treasurer
Jeanie Wagner
wildone2@me.com

Chapter A1, El Paso
Larry Kunard
LK510811@aol.com

Region F Directors
Anita & JR Alkire
jralkire@cox.net
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